
Year 4 Geography Knowledge Organiser - Population
Multi-ethnic London

1. London is the largest city in the United Kingdom

2. London is full of people who come from different parts of 
the world

3. London is a diverse city

4. 2011 Census: 37% of people living in London were not 
born in the UK

5. 2011 Census: People from 190 different countries were 
now living in London

6. 2012: London hosted the Olympic Games

7. 2012: 206 countries competed in the Olympic Games

8. In London, religion is very diverse with Jews, Muslims, 
Christians and people of many of religions living in the 
same city

9. In London, many different languages are spoken by 
people

10. Some Londoners live in flats, other Londoners live in 
houses

Scotland: Low population density
Some parts of Scotland:

1. are far away from big cities

2. have very high hills and mountains

3. are difficult to get to by road and train

South-east of England: High population density
The south-east of England:

1. is close to London, the capital city of the UK

2. has good transport links like trains into London

3. is close to airports like Heathrow                                      

and Gatwick and Luton

4. is close to the rest of Europe

5. is close to the City - the financial                                        

heart of England


Vocabulary

1. Population The number of people who live in the 
same place

2. Population density A comparison of the population and the 
size of the area in which people live

3. Densely populated An area with lots of people living in the 
same area

4. Sparsely populated An area with few people people living in 
the same area

5. Population 

    distribution

The spread of the population over a 
country

6. High population 

    density An area where many people live

7. Low population 

    density An area where few people live

8. Migration People move from one place to another

9. Rural Countryside

10. Urban Towns or cities

11. Rural to urban 

      migration

The change from living in the 
countryside to a town or city 

12. Ethnic(ity) From different parts of the world

13. Diverse People of different ethnicity living in one 
place

14. Census A questionnaire completed every 10 
years

15. Cymraeg The Welsh name for the Welsh 
language

Migration
1. People move from place to place - sometimes within the 

same country

2. Some people migrate because they have found a new job

3. Some people migrate because they want to live in an area 
with more shops or transport

4. Some people migrate to be closer to their family

5. Some people migrate because they want to live in the 
countryside and not in a big city

6. Hundreds of years ago, Britain had a mainly rural 
population

7. Today, most people live in cities and the population is an 
urban population

Welsh and British identity

1. Wales is one part of the UK

2. Many people in Wales feel Welsh and British

3. In the Olympic Games, Welsh sportswomen and 

sportsmen compete as part of Team GB

4. Their identity can be Welsh and British.  In rugby, 

The British and Irish Lions have Welsh players in the 
team playing alongside English, Scottish and Irish 
players.


Multi-ethnic Cardiff

1. Cardiff is the capital city of Wales

2. Cardiff is a city on the coast of Wales and trading is 
possible

3. Cardiff has a university that students from all over the 
world come to study at

4. 2011 Census: 53,000 of the population of Cardiff is from 
a non-white ethnic group

5. In Cardiff, there is a large mosque for Muslims, a 
gurdwara for Sikhs and a temple for Hindus

6. Mela: The celebration of Cardiff’s ethnic diversity every 
summer in Cardiff. Music, fashion, art and food are all 
celebrated 


